HOSTING A PATHWAYS INTERNSHIP

All Pathways Internship Hosts agree to:

• Paid internships of 30 hours per week for 10 weeks during Spring/Summer 2022
• Three paid hours per week scheduled for Fellowship activities
• A suggested start date between May 15 and July 1 to align with curriculum and mentorship schedules
• A minimum pay rate of $19 per hour
• A written anti Harassment Policy (e.g. Employee Manual, policy, guidelines, etc.)
• Provide a Host site fellowship coordinator/liaison who may or may not be the internship supervisor
• Provide a secondary host site contact who may or may not be internship supervisor
• To foster and promote the AMIA Pathways Fellowship program to encourage internship applicants from underrepresented communities and of diverse backgrounds and experiences in alignment with the Pathways Fellowship application guidelines
HOST AN INTERN

PROVIDE VALUABLE APPLIED EXPERIENCE FOR THE MEDIA PROFESSIONALS OF TOMORROW

THE FELLOWSHIP PROVIDES CURRICULUM AND MENTORSHIP WITH INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY

SCAFFOLDING NEW PROFESSIONALS WITH EXPERIENCE AND A NETWORK OF EXPERTS

FELLOWSHIP TEAM WORKS WITH YOU TO MATCH INTERN AND FELLOWSHIP APPLICATIONS

IN-PERSON, HYBRID, AND REMOTE OPPORTUNITIES ENCOURAGED